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Message from the Guest Editor

The effects of resistance training in different populations
has been extensively investigated in the past decades.
Several methodologies have been used to design, monitor,
and prescribe resistance training programs to improve
athletic performance and health. During the last decade,
different strategies have been investigated to optimize
physical performance and increase muscle mass, such as
velocity-based training, resisted/assisted sprinting,
eccentric overloads or force–velocity profiling. Also,
emerging technologies designed to measure force, velocity
and power capabilities have been validated, making it
easier to conduct field-based research. The aim of this
Special Issue is to gather the latest research about
resistance training prescription and monitoring, with a
special focus on applied investigations covering hot topics
such as velocity-based training, strength biomechanics or
validation of new technologies.
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Message from the Editor-in-Chief

S p o r ts (ISSN 2075-4663) is a peer-reviewed scientific
journal that publishes original articles, critical reviews,
research notes and short communications in the
interdisciplinary area of sport sciences and public health. It
links several scientific disciplines in an integrated fashion,
to address critical issues related to sport science and
public health. The journal presents diverse original articles,
including systematic and narrative reviews, cohort and
case control studies, innovative randomized trials, and
formative research using qualitative and quantitative
methods with the aim to provide information for
researchers to plan intervention programs. It addresses
diverse public health, physical activity and exercise science
topics.
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